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Nsw requirements 
_.a 
·Aid deadline approaching 

by frank salsburg 
staff reporter 
Students who wish to r eceive 
financial aid during the 73-74 
sehOOl year should contact finan­
cial aid now, according to Harold 
~twlin, assistant director of 
cial aid. 

· ht State Foundation schol­

'ps, the only type of aid 

ble not based on need, have 
pplication d~Jdline of Ma~ch 
Three types of scholarships 
available: for incoming 
binen, upperclassmen, and 
'dence hall students (upper­
eJISS or incoming freshmen) . 
l)etails on the selection process 
till be released later . Students 
iiJeking financial aid based on 
~ will be asked to fill out 
:Pfidential financial statements 
tith'r Parents Confidential 
itament (PCS) or Student 
Financial Statement (SFS) if 
they intend to claim independ­
ence. Packets with these 
statements and information on 
financial aid are available. 
Newlin indicated that financial 
aid treats aid as a whole, figuring 
the amount of aid needed and 
then putting it together from 
various sources. These financial 
statements are used to help 
figure out total need. 
Students wishing to claim inde­
pendence are going to face a 
tougher time than in the past. 
Newlin said, Both the federal sons assumed the roles and re­
government for federal aid. and sponsibilities of parents (exclud­
the state of Ohio for Ohio In­ ing foster parents), or they are 
structional Grants (OIG) require an orphan without legal
the filing of statements of guardian, current ward of the 
independence, which are avail­ county or state, or have been a 
able at the financial aid office. ward of county or state within 
The federal government re­ the last four years. Persons over 
quires the filing of a notarized 22 cannot have resided with, re­
statement, signed by the parent ceived financial aid from, or been 
if the student is 24 or younger at­ claimed as a tax exemption by
testing that the parents have parents or legal guardian within 
provided no financial support the past four years. Previous 
during the previous or present qualification for independence
academic year, have not claimed under OIG does not guarantee 
the student as a tax dependent continued qualification. Newlin 
during the previous calendar said persons with questions on 
year and will not claim them independence regulations should 
during the present one, and that contact financial aid. 
the student does not and has not The types and amount of 
lived with parents during the 12 financial aid that will be available 
months prior to the date federal is uncertain at the present ac­
aid will be utilized. cording to Newlin, due to several 
Providing independence for factors. 
OIG will be even harder. Regula­ Two federal programs, National 
tions adopted by the state elimin­ ·Defense Student Loans (NDSL) Sam Greenlee, author of the novel, ''The Spook Who Sat by the · 
ate independence for anyone 22 and Supplemental Educational Door," highlighted the celebration of Black History ~eek at 
or younger, unless they were Opportunity Grants (SEOG) WSU Thursday with a t alk on "The Black Writer as 
abandoned by their parents prior have not been funded yet for Revolutionary" in Oelman Auditorium before a good-sized 
to age 18, and no person or per- crowd.[Continued on page 21 
cholarships to be awarded 

The Wright State University 
Scholarship Program will award 
90 scholarships for the 1973-74 
school year. 
The scholarships} w ' l .. b e 
awarded on the basis o.f 
scholastic achievement and 
"leadership, creative ability, 
- a~ti-vities and motivation," a 
spokesperson for the program 
said. 
Two kinds of scholarships will 
be available . One ge neral 
Financial Aid office. Students 
may apply for ,both r esidence hall 
and general scholarships, but 
may receive only one scholarship 
a year from the program. 
scholarship will be awarded to a 
freshman for $900, and $300 
general scholarships will be 
awarded to 13 freshmen and 44 
upperclassmen. , 
Thirty residence hall scholar ­
ships of $300, and six of $500, will 
also be available. 
All full-time undergraduate 
students who have been 
admitted to the University may 
pick up applicat ions at t he 
Applications are due back at 
Financial Aid March 31. 
The program was granted 
$30,000 by the Wright State 
University Foundation, Inc. 
The purpose of .the program is 
t o a ward scholarships on the 
basis of academic performance 
rather than financial need, and to 
give these students. "recognition 
for their outstanding ·achieve­
ments." 
lots of sales jobs . 
Job market picks up 
by spiro vassilopoulos teachers are currently in great 
demand. Kellerman said he 
The job market for WSU sen­
iors is starting to look a lot better 
"can't really tell" if these special 
fields will become glutted as did 
recently, especially for account­
ing majors, according to William 
t he general teaching field in the 
late '60's to the present. 
Kellerman, director of placement The para-medical field is also 
services. 
"Accounting, Engineering and 
sales fields are really looking for 
the right people," Kellerman not­
starting to pick up, Kellerman 
noted, advising st udents to come 
to the placement office and look 
' at the literature available, in­
ed. "What I consider would be a stead of waiting until graduation 
great sales opportunity would be 
the well-established insurance 
to start looking for a job. 
In the science fields, according 
companies because one company, t o Kellerman, "environmental 
right off hand, starts out college­
grads at a salary of $8000 while 
protection agencies will have a 
sizeable increas~ in demand for 
they are in training. 
"Most of the st udents come in 
here and tell me t hey really like 
chemists, biologists and en ­
gineers. The local EPA is going 
to increase its staff quite a great 
to work with people," Kellerman deal in the very near future." 
said, "so when I inform them As for people planning to get in­
about t he sales oppor tunities to the geology field, they should 
available they . usually aren't in­ count on getting a masters de­
terested because they don't like gree. "Otherwise, there is very 
to sell, and I can't think of any little hope in getting a related 
better way of getting to associate 
and talk to people." 
job," Kellerman said. 
Kellerman further noted an in­
Kellerman indicated that the creased demand for college stu­
specia l education and math [Continued on page 7J 
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N:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;:: Kegerreis ·heads Terrebonne case --­
by cathy wilder Spiegel is also_ the .recipient of · complaint. 
staff reporter due process complaints which At; Jan ~O Affir~ative Action 
may be filed within the mee in~,t e emp asized that 
Dr Robert J Kegerreis, Vice University. This is another way comp1am s may be taken to Spe 
IL.tc~.~~:n· SchF=~~2:Pewa ll 
~~~Monday, Wednesday; Friday: \~~\ President and Director of of appealing a grievance, within either the Director, Assista s13gi 
~ ~ Administration, has been ap­ the University, that a faculty Director, any Council member~! are:::; 8·10 -8 am-10 am Tuesday, March 20 :::: pointed by Fredrick A White, member used. It is not the same to three counselors. 1itt 
:::: 9;10-8 am-10 am Friday, March 16 :::: Acting President, to replace Dr as an Affirmative Action wor1 
:::: 10:10 -10:30 am-12:30 pm Monday, March 19 :::: Andrew P Spiegel, Acting Complaint. He pointed out that almost all sery
:::: 11:10 -10:30 am-12:30 pm Saturday, March 17 :::: 1Affirmative Action Council Spiegel announced Jan 22 that if the current complaints had b 0 Mar 
:::: 12:10 -1pm.- 3·pm Tuesday, March 20 :::: Director, as the investigator of any faculty member objected to made directly to himself een Ma 
:::: 1:10-1pm-3 pm Friday, March 16 :::: t . D ' • asthe complaint filed by Ms Nancy his handling their case that he ac mg irector , and th 1 ing:::: 2:10 - 1pm-3 pm Monday, March 19 :::: Terrebonne. would step aside and let another complaints may be also handl!d ~: 
:::: 3:10 - 3:30 pm - 5:30 pm Friday, March 16 :::: Terrebonne filed the complaint Vice President handle the by other members. virt ~. . . ~ 
against Dr James Gleason , ~;
::::Tuesday or Thursday: :::: Chairman of the English 
Department on Jan 15. \~~1 8:15 - 8 am-10 am Monday, March 19 l Spiegel announced that he 
:::: 9:45 - 10:30 am - 12:30 pm Friday; March 16 :::: would step aside in a general 
:::: 11:15 - 10:-30 am-12:30 pm Tuesday, March 20 :::: memorandum. 
:::: 12:45 - 1 pm - 3 pin Saturday, March 17 :::: Spiegel is currently Acting
:::: 2: 15 - 3:30 pm - 5:30 pm Monday, March 19 :::: Director of the Affirmative 
:::: 3:45 - 3:30 pm - 5:30 pm Saturday, March 17 ;::: Action Council. He is also 

Provost, in change of the hiring
~~~~ 1. Evening classes (beginning at 4 pm - 10 pm) will hold final ~~~j and firings of faculty members. Phase1 
::::examinations during the period of March 14 - March 20. :::: Many of the complaints
:::: 2. Saturday · classes will hold their final examination on :::: received have been filed by Close•Out.:::;Saturday, March 17, 8 - 10 am. :::: faculty members adversely af­
:::: 3. Final examinations will be held at the above specified ;::: fected by decisions made by
;:::times bases upon the first;..;usual class meeting of the week. In ;::: Spiegel ; for example some $100Moves
::::cases with multiple times, the first meeting .day is regarded as :::: faculty members are appealing
:::: the first class meeting. :::: their firings.
~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!~~ You in NO ! 
Aid deadline approaching 
NORTH LAKE HILLS COOPERATIVE 

[c t . ed f 1] the interest on private loans. limit but the outcome of action is 
on mu rom page Oh" l h · l 4 Bedrooms as little as $153.00* per month . io current y as a private oan unknown. OIG applications 

next year. These are programs program, but the federally. sub- (available from financial aid) are 
 3 " " $139.00* ,, " 

President Nixon has proposed to sidized program would add a sent directly to the state. , 2 " $126.00* ,, 

eliminate and replace SEOG with need requirement to be deter-

a Basic Education Grant starting mined by financial aid. Newlin indicated that although *If your income and family size meet 

at $1400 and shading downward OIG are based on parents ad- school costs are rising it appears FHA 236 requirements, you can have a 

based .on need (if parents ability justed effective income, unless that financial aid funds will con­ brand-new apartment or townhouse 

to contribute) with the maximum independence is proven, with the tinue, as at ,the present, to be .right now. 
being (one-half of the basic cost cut off level currently_at $11,000. tight, so students shoul_d contact 
No landlord, no lease, no mortgage.of the school. · Work study for Newlin stated a proposal was be~ the financial aid office as soon as 

next year as · well as the insured fore the legislature to raise that possible. Low monthly payment includes gas heat, 

· loan program have been funded, - ~~-~-~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ all new kitchen appliances, snow removal, 

but the level available to wsu yardwork, exterior building maintenance 
I e I 
for next year is still not known.) . u·n u ' and membership in our community
To replace NDSL Nixon is • activity building., . overlooking theproposing to federally subsidize . _ . 
fountain in our lake. 
Ideal location near shoppingAccountants help * 
and schools. Only minutesGUIRllTEED10,000miles·Twenty-nine students from from WPAFB, 1-75 and 

assistant professor Philip Vor­ This 10,000 mile*guarantee applies to all foreign cars. 
 Route 4 expressways. 2 miles

herr's tax accounting class 332 W/e guarantee that your car will n,1n "in tune" for 10,000 south of Needmore Road on 
are lending a hand, and some tax 
 miles. ''f i~. does not, you simply bring it back and we'll tune it Old Troy Pike (Route 202).knowledge, at the Model 
free . . . al I :1abor and parts costs are~ •Neighborhood Community Cen­

ter on West Second St. The on us for 10,000 miles. . 
 lJretfln 
students have volunteered to To get 10,000 miles of "in-tune" ~' 

man the center weekdays from 8 driving for your foreign car call ­
am to 5 pm and fromB am to 3 pm 
 878-9331 and arrange an Jjl{ur 
on Saturday, through March 13, appointment. Do it now! S 

to help low ·income families 

*or 1 year whichever comes first. ~otnprepare tax returns. 
This is the first year WSU BankAmericard 'J.'519 WEST MAIN ST. 

students have .participated in Master Charge FAIRBORN, OHIO 

such a project, and Vorherr says FORMERLY COLLINS. GARAGE PHONE 513/878-9331 • 

the response has been . over­

whelming. 

The students' services are 

entirely voluntary and no -----~--------------class Cor)gratulations new 
credit is being given for the extra 

work. The project is being 
 Zeta Tau Alpha pledges
coordinated by V orherr. 
April Fry~M'cVAY'S~ 
ART SUPPLIES TO ALL Donna Gravenstein
WRIGHT STATE STUDENTS 
20% Off Mary Jane Hoke 
Zeta Tau Alpha national fraternity cordi­

ally invites al I .interested undergraduate

PREGNAN.T? women to an informal fireside party to be 

held Sunday, Feb 25 from 6:00-8:00 in the
CALL BIRTHRIGHT 

Lower Hearth Lounge of the University 

Center.

NO FEE - 24 hr service 
Zeta is a scholastic, social, and service
Sti1ctly Con1'1denUal 
organization who wants young women with 
W-E .WA.NT TO HELP YOU. high ideals and a desire for lasting friend­
ships and meaningful accompl ishmentso 
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For ten year s he had a mime 
company which performed 20Marcel Marceau performs for two hours 
mime drama's with a set and 
by frank salsburg studied by hundreds of young His apearance in Cincinnati thisstaff reporter people. Sunday is part of a six month, 
Talking to Marceau is a 150 show tour of the US which in­
nding two hours alone on fascinating experience. He talked cludes three weeks in Chicago 
· a task few performers of mime with an intensity ands13gSpee IS . and New York. 
pable of domg. To do so energy which reflects what he Marceau says that the many~ ~ut props, and without brings to his performance. shows he performs are not a 
is a feat cur r ently re- Marceau's performance consists1it~ 5 strain. "One has always to 
wor d to one artist, Marcel of scenes. He has 80 numbers and remain fresh." Likening the :~:eau. . . picks the best 14 for a show. dicipline of mime to yoga or tran­
M eau is responsible for rais- What is best depends on the city scendental meditation, he says, 
. ~c art of mime from the level and times. "In Cincinnati, since it "Mime is a combination of all 
mg25eyears ago when it was is my first time, I will probably disiciplines, a combination of ~ually dead, to the point give numbers new for the whole mind body and spirit. Every 
tod where it has captured the public. If I come back to a city, I night you must play as if it was 
ay, of thousands and is vary the act so it is new." the first night." 
eet the "in" crowd at the ' 
l 
He stressed the complexity of 
the seemingly simple art of 
mime. "One must combine the 
art of dance, the art of theUPPIB acrobat, the art of acting without 
words. You must be a balanced 
person with a body for mime.DUST You have to have an inborn gift 
for movement and fluidity and~&i'lilrmlW~ 
you have to make something out1919 N. MAIN STREET • 278·8256 
of it."Fainolll for Oventvffed Sanc:fwiches, 

f1a1uring The Fabulous'REUBEN" There are two parts to each 

scene: "form-the skill and beauty
Soups·N· Salads • Plenty of Other"Good •·--;~iiliiml!"-'•iell!l of line and intention-what 
Buy all of England for $45. 
d "7e'll thro\V in Scotland and Wales. 
If you're between the age of 14 and 22, you can bu~ 
a BritRail Youth Pass for 15 days of unlimited economy rail travel 
all over England for just $45. 
And at no extra charge we'll throw in Scotland and Wales. 
If you want to stay longer, you can buy a one month BritRail 
Youth Pass for $85. 
For those of you who are over 22, 
whether you're a post graduate or a professor, 
we have a BritRail Pass for you too. 
Either BrirRail Pass lets you ride 
anyone of our 1600 daily trains. They 
can take you from London to as far 
north as Aberdeen - and farther. 
However, there is one 
restriction. BritRail Passes are not 
sold in Britain. You must buy them 
here in the U.S.A. before you leave. 
There are also two other travel 
bargains you may be interested_ in. 
One is the Open to View Pass. 
It entitles you to admission to over 400 
castles, gardens and museums all over 
Britain for only $5.50. 
The other is the Britain­
shrinkers-four neat tours._ ~ou 
leave London in the mornmg 
and go to either York, Chester, 
Coventry or Bath. The t?u~ 
price includes all adm1ss1ons 
and lunch in a pub. And at 
night you'll be back in 
London in time for 
dinner and a night 
on the town. 
BritRail Pass 

music.
do I see in life t hat makes me Marceau is not surprised by the 
pick out a t heme." He stressed attraction mime seems to have 
that by sketching in scenes 
for young people. "It is . a visualrather than detailing them he 
art. We are living in the spacebrings the public more into his 
age, and people get tired . ofwork. "The public finds in my 
words. Young people are lookmgwork part of their lives." People for movement, feelings, vibra­
are constantly questioning what tions. Mime is a universal lang­
he does by relating it t o t heir uage; it s gestures are universal." 
own life. "With mime I am 
He would like t o see moredelivering to the public part of schools of mime formed. "Manythe mystery of t heir own life ." 
of my pupils have come back andWorking wit hout props is an ad­ started t heir own groups. How vantage to mime because it they do depends on the artistry
allows him to b r ing forth t hose of young people who want to
mysteries he needs with his own 
most have groups. P erhaps in th
ree to 
movements. In one of his five years y ou will havefamous acts he conveys the cycle numerous sm all companies."of man from birth t o death in One reason he is hopeful for thethree or four minutes. "I make 
future is the e xposure that mimethe visible invisible and t he in­ has gotten on TV. "People arevisible visible." 
more aware today than 10 yearsHis themes come mostly from ago. Then mime appealed to
within himself. "Part comes from theater goers. Since then, on
t he soul, t he se lf as the creator. talk shows, I have communicated
Part of it is my philosophy of these ideas t o the mass of the
life." He adds t ha t ne is definate­ American people , and they
ly affected by what goes o~ in the became interested." Marceau
world, in fact, it is essent ial that feels t hat as the American peoplehe is. "If it didn't, my art would become more aware of mime that
dry out a nd w ither." the opport unities for AmericanMarcea u has been interested in mime companies will grow.
mime since he was a child, but he The center of Marceau's aim is
did not begin t o study and to communicate, in his own way,
perform until he was 20. "I wit h people. He emphasiz~d it 
started comparatively late in life. numerous times. "If there is no 
I '7as first a n actor in the identification, no contact, there is
theatre--there were no mime no success." His univ~rsality of 
schools in F rance." He studied outlook is reflected in his feeling
from Decroux, whom he calls the about people. When asked a~out
last master of the old school. American audiences he praised
Then he began to cr eate his own them for their vitality and 
style. response but then added, "I play 
before people, not Americans." 
OWN A V.W.? 
Independen t Volkswagen IGrass alters sleep 
., GALVESTON, Texas-(! P)-The chronic use of marijuana changes sleep patterns--sleep patter~s which, jn t urn, may affect bram functioning and basic physiology, 
as wen· as behavior--according toairborn Se rvicj reports on huma n research un­
419 W. Doytcm Or. a P 2 nd. derway at The University of 
, 878-5_422_~ Texas Medical Branch......_______ _
~ COME TO THE . 
··.···· UNION 
DEPOT . 
THURSDAY NIGHT 

DRAFT BEER 1oc 

l l 55 BROWN STREET 
Discov.er the Wor ld on Your 
SEMESTER AT SEA 
Sails each September & February 
Comb ine accre d i ted study w i th 
educat iona l sto ps in Afr ic a. Aus ­
tra las ia and the Or ient . O ve r 7500 
s tud ents from 450 campuse s have 
al ready experienced this inte rna­
tio nal program . A wide range o f 
financial aid is available. 
WCA Advisor on Campus: 
Dr. John Poole 

Director, International Programs 

WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY 
Harry's Corner· 

~,_,~~ .Parker's paradise lost 
POW's in perspeCtive Once upon , a peaceful time, a were a few malcontents who in their subdivision. They had t 
land known as Parker's Paradise wished to be able to park closer drive r~und and round in per~ 
existed. Everyone in the land to the factories where they. petual circles and wait for some.
Once again throu_gh television's unrelent- would drive around in their cars worked or the cafeterias where one to leave Parker's Paradis 

ing eye ,Americans have witnessed something and trucks and then. park they ate between parkings. and as everyone realizes, few ~ 

that previously was only reported through the wherever they wished. They had These people produced a plan to people leave Paradise willingly 

newspapers--the repatriation of US prisoners such fun. sub-divide Parker's Paradise, And when the lower clas~ 

There was a car for every per- and since everyone was paying a looked over into the middle class' 

o f war· son and a person for every car, fee anyway, the fee would be the subdivision, they only saw 
Despite our strong anti-Vietnam War stance, andevenbetteryet,therewasa basis for the subdivision. gleaming, gliste ning parking 

we like most Amer_icans marvel at these men's parking space for every car and First, the rich elite would have spaces. They roared in anger. 

strength and courage to withstand so many long every person. And that was why reserved spaces for a very high And the powers that be in 

the land became known as price, and then the middle class Parker's Paradise knew they had 
years of captivity. They for the most part Parker's Paradise. would get many spaces still quite to act to keep t he parkers happy, 

appear to be in good heal th as well as good . But then a great edict came close to the building. They agreed to admit more 

spirits, and we are warmed by the often re- down from the palace in the wood The lower class would have to people into the middle class. 

peated scenes of reunion between POW' s ·and which declared that all parkers park much further away but then The lower class grew quiet 

wives and families. must pay a fee or they could no they would not have to pay so knowing they had a chance for 

longer park in Parker's Paradise. much. And the new parking land upward mobility and knowing
But at the same time that we are happy to Much grumbling and groaning would be for the very, very poor that those who left would leave 
see these men back home, we find a number of went up across the land, but in or for those who enjoyed walking an empty parking space. 
unsettling unde~currents that have been .un- due time it subsided. more than parking. ~~t almost no one left. It is very 
leashed by these men's return. Everyone enjoyed parking so It all seemed very nice and difficult to make the transition 
much in Parker's Paradise that every parker ·in the land agreed from lower class to middle classOne of the things that disturb us is that the fee seemed a reasonable to the new plan and they were all in some places and no one wanted 
·we detect a · swelling .of national chauvinism. price to pay for so much fun. The mos.t anxious to try the plan out. to try it in Parker's Paradise 

We have heard some people speak of . the Viet- fees were paid and the people The rich elite were very satis­ particularly when the lower clas~ 

nam War,now that the POW' s are back in terms parked and Paradise remained fied because they maintained has little money and fees were 

of "by golly,we won,inspite of all those Un- Paradise. their own private parking space higher for middle class parkers. 

The land grew and prospered and their high elite status. Months passed and the grumb­
American anti-war protesters. "Feeling that we and soon there were more park- Many members of the middle ling began anew, and the roaring, 
are in a smal 1 way part .of the anti-war move- ers than the land could hold so a class were more than happy and the powers that be decided 
ment, we resent someone impugning our pat- plan was formed to make more since, it seems, the compet ition to act once again. They estab­
riotism,but more importantly ,we feel that the land for parking. Again the for parking space was less and lished a Parking Committee for 
they could park very much closer Parker's Paradise to study thebitter lessons of Vietnam--that any country' grumbling and groa.ning began
because the new parking land to the buildings than before. In­ situation. 
. even with the best of intentions ,can do great would destroy the forest and deed, they could park almost The lower class grew ·quiet, 

wrong in the name of good--are too hardly then why would anyone want to anywhere they wished. waiting to see what might come 

won to be obscured now in a wave of national park in such a desolated land? The very, very poor and the of this committee. But in the 

chest thumping. The people of Parker's Paradise people who enjoyed . walking meantime they searched and 

petitioned to have the new more than parking were satisfied sought for a parking space, while
Also, despite the sufferings that the POW' s parking land set up far away and as well, since they had their own casting envious glances at the 
· · may have incurred during their captivity, we far from the forest. Everyone private lot and a nice walk to the middle class subdivision where 
feel the real victims of the Vietnam War are agreed that was a fine way to buildings. parking spaces abound and 
being igno.red~ An editorial cartoon in Tuesday's· handle the overpopulation and But the lower class grumbled Parker's Paradise is reality. 
.Dayton Journal-Herald expressed our sentiments everyone agreed to take their and groaned and knew no peace For the Paradise has vanished 
· turns parking there. and no paradise any longer. They for the lower class, which is truly
much more eloquently than we are able. So Parker's Paradise was not put up such a howl and a wail nothing new, but a recurring tale 
The cartoon showed a POW returning to great disturbed " and everyone went that it could n~arly be heard in with varying circumstances. 
acclaim from the press ,politicians, and the · peacefully· parking about their the palace in the wood. 
general public,while the disabled Vietnam business. The lower class grumbled be­ Harry Battson is editor of the 
As in all lands, however, there cause there was nowhere to park Guardian.veteran--b e it a par_aplegic,an amputee, or the 
man whose life has been permanently scarred, Brock's talks 
either by heroin or i;nability to find a job-­ It's hi·gh noon ,·n· 
is ignored.The POW eventually will be able to the cafeteria, 
readjust to life;he is whole.But the scarred d /

veteran needs help,both in understanding ,con-
 the car p ayers are drawingcern ,arid moral support as well as fiscal sup­
port,but so far the US has shown little in­ It reminded me of an old time As the card players drooled and inconsiderate, s imple-minded, 
clination to do this. western. I strolled into the slobbered over their aces and big-mouthed, card players have 
cafeteria last week hoping to find deuces, I decided to count just taken it upon themselves to useAnd hopefully,~lmost all ~ericans' joy at a place to sit down and eat. As I how many of their number were our cafeteria for their own
the return fo~ the return of the POW's is an walked in, I spotted THEM. honoring the cafeteria with their private gambling casino. 
excellent opportunity. to help bind up the They seemed to be occupying odious presence.· There were 
There was a time when anation's wounds caus ed by the War.~et us . hope every avail.able seat in sight. exactly 30 of them in ou:r exalted number of signs were postedThey were students playing place of dining, slapping theirthat our leaders--including the man in the around the cafeteria saying, "Nocards and were intensely cards down on the table like menWhite House--use it as · such. card playing between 11:00 _andstudying . their hands like hammering railroad spikes, 
1:00 pm, please." These signsgamblers in Las Vegas. Most of telling vulgar jokes, belching, 
were completely ignored th~n,The University Parking announced is recieve them were a cross between and accosting everyone in sight. and ever since the card-playingPolicy Advisory Commit­ suggestions and recom­ Dodge City Dudes and fat Their sweet, gentle voices situation has gotten progres·tee (UPPAC) is holdin.g an mendations from members fraternity jocks. There were also flowed softly through my ears, sively ·worse.open meeting for all facul­ of the University communi­ a number of simple-minded Susie with comments like; "Hey I can visualize a time in thety, students, and staff, ty on parking matters-­ Sorority types dealing out the fuckhead, give me those cards," future when the only people intoday from 9:30 to 11:30 fees, zones, reserved cards left and right. "Cheat, cheat!! I'll bust your ass the cafeteria (sitting down, at 
am in 041-043-045 Universi­ areas, parking meters, and I walked from table to table, for that!" and "Hot damn! A full least) will be those poker andty Center (lower level). carrying a tray full of what is house."any other items regarding. bridge obsessed idiot s. Everyone 
The purpose of the meet­ the campus parking situa­ laughingly called food, trying to I often wonder what other else will be forced to eat at theing, Richard Grewe, chair­ tion--that they feel should find a seat. No luck. It was noon, students think when they realize University Center (an area not erson of the committee, be reviewed. and .the only people who had a that the reason for them · not yet invaded by these cl~wnsl:seat were the Quick, all others being able to find a .seat for lunch By next year, this Umversity . were the Dead; is the fact that a bunch ofTHROCKMORTIMER will be providing additional spa~e
_,..~~~~~~~~~~--~ 
I WAS REALLY BROKE Rt-10. YOU . KNO'V, TOA.OS for a number of facilities. It 
15 
B ILLS WER E PILl t..IG UP, 50 I VERY VAU.lABLE ANIMALS ANO apparent that what is gr~atl~ 

TOOK THE BIG STEP... I SOLD MY- CONSEQUENTLY, I DIDN'T GET 

80DY TO THE Z OOL O<a Y TOO MUCH FOR ME. AS A needed at this college 
15 It 

DEPARTMENT. MATTER OF FACT, MY FRIEi-JDS Student Recreation Center. 

LAUGHED WHEN THEY RJUND OUT 
AS AREN'T 
would be a place where studentsI SOLD MY BODY FOR A 
QUARTER . can go to relax, talk, and play 
cards without disturbing other 
d · g orstudents who are stu yin h 
eating. It would solve t e~ 
problem of our overcrow~ 
cafeteria, which is somethiI'~ 
that has plagued our students 0 
a long, long time. 
Gary Brock is a staff reporter 
for the Guardian. 
IC. 
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Thursday, February 22, 1973Cut back on the Guardian 

editor· day care center. The athletic program has done Sipress

fl!!1d like to comment on the I respectfully submit that more good for this university~an's proposal to cut back instead of this plan the than Harry Battson and company
the univ·ersity athletic university slwuld cut back on the will ever do.
~am in order to advance the Guardian's funds. John R Mcintire 
FURNITURE i\\AF.l 
879-5560s s
404 WE JT MAIN ST . - FAIRBOP.tJ ...J..-tlL· t;~rTlA -FACTORY~- A \ ) ) 

OUTLET 

9 Rooms to Choosev v
Quality Furniture and 
Maior Appliances & TV'sE E 
WIT TWAYOU GET

EUROPEF R LMOST NOTHING,

NE TTO NOTHING, . ·. 
AND ABSOLUTELY NOTHING. 
ABOUT$50. 
This spring recess TWA has great, on double occupancy) Continental break-
inexpensive city packages in London, Paris, . fast, taxes and service charges. Plus 4 
Rome, Athens and Amsterdam. For example, theatre tickets, admission to 6 discotheques, 
for $50 plus airfare you get 7 days in London, sightseeing, and more. Go before March 31 
.including a room with private bath, (based when prices go up. 
$4.30 A NIGHT. 
Only TWA gives you Stutelpass.* It's a $4.30 a night, no reservations needed. Plus 
tickets good for meals and concerts andcoupon booklet that gets you a room and 

Continental breakfast in a guesthouse or lots of things. 

student hotel in any of 52 cities for only 

d, 
1e 
se 
FREE. 
rn 50% off, as well as absolutely free things.When you land in London, Paris, Rome, 
Here, for example, are some of the absolutelyMadrid, Amsterdam or Frankfurt, just turna free things in London aJ?.d Paris. (Dtals for
~d in your boarding pass at the TWA city ticket 
~o the other cities will be available starting 
nd office within 24 hours ofyour arrival and 
ns you'll get a brochure full ofdiscounts up to March 15.
) 
ng 
LOes· 
;he Free 2 hours ofmotorcycle rental 
in Free admission to any ten 
at Greyhound Racing '!racks Free latest-fad gift from 
ind Aux Eschelles de Saint Denis 
)Ile Free admission and drink at 
the Free silk tote bag from La Gaminerie 
pot 
La Valbonne, one ofLondon's most 
). terrific clubs Free drink at Hippopotamus
;ity 
Free breakfast at your choice oface
is 10 Quality Inns
atlY
; a Free pint of Watney's Red Barrel in
, It your choice ofover 40 London pubsents
play
ther 
r or 
vded 
For more information see your Campus Rep or call TWA. 
bing 
5 for 
'the 
WITHTWA IT PAYS TO BE YOUNG. 
1rter 
*Stutelpass is a service mark owned exclusively by TWA. 
0 
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Revised Clockwork winds up loser 

bypyg the R rating appeals to a wider sorry he did it but he got thr 
film critic in jail anyway. ownaudience. 
"Then all kinds of bad thinThose once apprehensive to­After a short absence from the happened to poor Alex. He g~ ward the movie's X-rating can screen, Stanley Kubrick's glori­ brainwashed in jail and t~o 
now enjoy a slightly diluted ver­ous Cio.ckwork Orange is back. made it so he wouldn't beat ~ysion. Now, even a child may viewHeralded as 1971's best film by people anymore. But when he g ~ this controversial masterpiece.the New York film critics, it is a out of jail people were alwaA child watching Clockworkwelcome reappearance in light of beating him. up. Th~n Alex we~~Orange? An innocent gaping atDayton's recent cinematic dold­ crazy and tried to kill himself b t the exploits of a lad whose princi­rums. at the end it was okay. u 
ple interests are Beethoven,With its superb visuals and "I thought it was a pretty goodrape, and ultra-violence?soundtrack, Cwckwork probably movie but it got kind of dumb at 
will grace our town for quite a The idea intrigues me. What some parts. I thought Alex was 
while. One does not easily tire would this child's reaction be? really funny. 
applauding this extraordinary Would he like it? Perhaps he'd "My sister told me not to go to 
film. think it funny. Perhaps scary. movie's like this 'cause they put 
However, I must give pause in On this premise imagine, if you bad ideas in your head. Boy is 
my praise, for something seems will, a little boy of nine or ten she ever stupid." ' 
amiss at the Dabel theatre. Re­ scribbling notes in his diary Although, in the above, the 
grettably, this is not the same about the movie he has just re­ point has been strained some­
Cwckwork Orange that stirred turned from: what, hopefully it does not belie 
and dazzled me not so long ago. the moral issue here."Today I saw a real neat movie 
Several sequences (not key se­ A work of art has been marredcalled Clockwork Orange and 
quences, mind you) have been de­ here is what it was about. This for the sake of money. Cwckwork 
leted from the film. So, instead of guy Alex and his friends were al- · was cut so millions of adolescents.Film Festival starh Friday 
 the ominous X, Clockwork now ways beating up people all the can pay to see the antics of Alex 
has an R rating, under 17 re­ -- antics which will bear mere su­time. 
A Festival of Films of Struggle quires accompanying parent "One time they went to this old perficial meaning for most ofwhose makers were blacklisted or 
guardian. The R, one could as­ them.and Liberation will be presented as part of the "Hollywood 10" man's house and beat up the old 
sume, stands for Retouched. On the oth r hand, those appre­here the next three Fridays by during the McCarthy era. man and his wife. Alex was ing­
the New American Movement All of the films, with the Why has Warner Brother's re­ ing and dancing while he was hit­ ciative are deni d the pleasure of 
released the film in this manner? the original version.and the WSU Vietnam Informa­ addition of Growing Up Female ting them. 
Moreover, why has Mr Kubrick When channeling a worktion Committee. and The Woman's Film on March "It was kind of like West Side 
All showings will begin at 2:00 19, will also be presented on consented to these cuts? Story but a lot bloodier. One time through blundering, money-hun­
pm in 302 Millett and will be Mondays at 1 pm at the Dayton The answer, of course, is mon­ Alex broke into a house and gry hands, the audience, as al­
ey. Less restrictive than an X, ways, winds up loser.followed by discussion. A 50 cent Art Institute, beginning Feb 26. killed this lady. He was kind of 
donation will be requested at the 
door. 
Friday, Feb 23, Memories of Chorus, orchestra combine 

Undervelo]YYnent, a feature film 
from Cuba, internationally ac­
claimed, which has been hailed 
by Newsweek magazine as a for Elijah performance
"masterpiece." 
Friday, March 2--A Luta 
The chorus and orchestra will The other soloist will beContinua, · a beautifully photo­
be combined for a Feb 25 soprano Sally Taubenheim, fromgraphed, new documentary in 
presentation of Mendelssohn's Cleveland.color about the liberation 
struggle of the colonized nation oratorio, Elijah. Mendelssohn based his Elijah 
The orchestra, under the on the Old Testament account ofof Mozambique against the 
direction of Robert Young, has 72 how the prophet coped with thePortugese Army. And Finally 
members presently.Got the News, a documentary problem of the Hebrew people 
Under the direction of Paul going astray to worship a falseabout the organizing efforts of 
Magill are 122 choristers. god.black workers in the auto plants 
To sing the title role, Magill has The oratorio concerns itselfof Detroit. 
engaged Andrew White, bari­ with the intervention of theFriday, March 9--Salt of the 
tone-in-residence at the Cin­ angels and God himself to helpEarth, a feature film about 
cinnati Conservatory of Music of Elijah bring the Hebrews back toa strike of Chicano mineworkers Andrew White soloist 
in the American Southwest, the University of Cincinnati. the path of righteousness. 
Although White is nationally The performance begins at 8:15 
and internationally known, this pm and is open to the public free 
will be his first performance in of charge. 
the Dayton area.Graffiti writers express self, prof says 
 Sarah Owen Johnson, an 
adjunct professor in the WSU THE SECOND SHELFNoting that the humorous graf­ restroom walls.by bill licklider music department, will be the 2020 E 3rd Streetfiti is presented in a manner "The graffiti writer is in a situa­staff reporter mezzo-soprano soloist and the Thrift store sponsored bywhich shields the author from tion involving activity concerned 
tenor part will be sung by a Resident Home assn for thehearing comments on it, with the excretory processes of"What a fucked place" reads member of the Wittenburg mentally retarded.Melamed surmised that the the body. Based on this, it wouldsome of the graffiti on one of the University voice faculty, Michael Baby crib, baby items cheapwriter thirsts for recognition but seem that his mind would be oc­rest room walls at WSU. Won­ ·------------------···
dering what those words repre ­sented to the author, I held an in­terview with Dr Melamed, an in­
structor in the Psychology dept, 
to discuss the motivation behind 
graffiti. 
According to Melamed, graffiti 
is a reflection of people's need for 
is unwilling to take the chance 
that others won't appreciate his 
humor. 
Melamed said the location of the 
graffiti is also strongly related to 
the reason why people write 
such vulgar things as are com­
monly encountered on the 
cupied with ideas associated with 
the organs of excretement, 
Melamed said. 
So essentially thwarted recog­
nition hunger results in graffiti 
and the locality (right next 
to the sewage system) gives 
rise to its medium of expression. 
Chang. 
: 
I 
I 
I 
Back Porch Listening Music 
composer/performer 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Paul Wayne Beach :·:·:·:·:·:·:·:;:;:;:::::: 
wtth 
: 
I 
I 
I 
public expression of one's self, 
his ideas and thoughts. 
"Basically, people need to ex­
press their interests and, con­
commitant with this, a desire to 
I 
I 
: 
Kyle Martin & The Nonsensable! 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Why Not? Band :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
bring a friend! 
I 
II 
arouse people. Also, it reflects 
the need that we all share: to be 
noticed. For instance, in the sub­
I 
Feb 2s & 24 Rathskel lar 9:00-1:00 pm I 
-----------------····· ways of New York, much of the 
graffiti consists of simply a name 
sprayed in four foot high letters 
on the walls." 
Do Your Open Bowling At 
A lot of it deals with the taboos 
of society such as sex. and mani­
fests the need to recognize 
desires that our culture sup­
,BEAVER-VU BOWL 
presses, he said. In addition, 
since some of it is humorous such 
as the rhyme that goes 'feed the 1238 North Fairfield Rd. 
poor-eat the rich,' people's skills 
and crafts are also being 426-3299 
displayed. 
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Right eye goes on blink IN===;=;;==;===========s==h:=~===~==t==~ 

, About every couple of weeks teeth began to appear. Two of infected and the likelihood ofQ.n'ght eye blacks out. It starts t hem are partially through and this occuring is sufficiently highmY h' h . .'th spots w ic mcrease m another two can be felt beneath to warrant prophylactic extrac­
Vilmber until I cannot see out of the gum. This development has tion. lll Ah':r;:;!::e will be S~:e::c:las~381ho:;a:0vi~s lll~~teye. It goes a~ay i~ about 15 been slow and hardly noticeable. There are some things that can 
·nutes but it 1s very I have heard stories about agony be done to keep peace with your ;::: on campus inside the Quad sponsoring a showing of ~:: fr~ghtening . This hF ..s been lead ing to extraction and molars. The wisdom teeth do not :::: February 28 from nine to the movie Cool Hand Luke:~: 
happening for about four years. expense, but all 1 have noticed so stick up as far as other molars :::: three pm. There is no this Saturday from 8:30 to :::: 
Until the last year or so these far is an occasional "teething" and tend to have a lot of excess :::: charge to have your hear- 11:30 pm in Oelman :::: 
blackouts were rare but now 3ensation. What, if anything, can gum around them. Food particles :::: ing checked free. Auditorium. :::: 
they have increased. I have had I do or not do to avoid trouble? become very easily trapped, :::; Sorority assembles The admission charge, $1, :::: 
migraine headaches for years. Phi Eta T;iu sorority is will go to the Barney ::::ANSWER: The wisdom teeth, or especially during the time one is :::: 
They have also increased in the third molars, usually appear be­ teething. The decaying food :::: holding a meeting Friday Children's Medical Center. :::: 
last few years. Recently the 
headaches have ~topped but my 	
tween 18-25 years of age and in often causes gum inflammations ~~~\ at four pm in 201 Millett. . . ~~~\ 

some people, never appear at all. which are the greatest source of 

eye still blacks out. Do you have 	 ·:·: Topics for t he meeting in- Celebrate engmeenng week ·:·: These teeth are the least func­ distress with these teeth. It is •.•. elude planning a project ·••. 

any answers? tionally competent teeth in your suggested that one brush these 

A: The beginning of a migraine head and erupt into a usually gums thoroughly each day and if [1\\ ~;;i~:!u\~~io~:~sent park- t:n~f E';;~~n:!~~~vew~:k [1\: 
headache is often preceeded by crowded jaw. It is commonly be­ necessary, use a home dental 

characteristic visual phenomena. lieved that man's jaw has been irrigator to flush out food ~~~ternational ID cards ready this week with a display of ~~~~ 
student projects and an aBeginning in one eye, person 	 shortening through the ages and particles (available in drug or The Office for Interna­ open meeting on "What's 
often notices black spots as you 	 that we have less need of these department stores.) If this does tio nal Studies has an­ Happening in Engineering
describe. 	 molars than did our forebears. not work, a dentist can some­ nounced that International at Wright State" this 
This generally covers one half of Some wisdom teeth do not come times help you. 	 Student Identity Cards are Saturday.

the area seen by that eye and is in straight, and lie on their sides Incidentally, in this uncertain available. The projects will be on 

more easily noticed if you cover or are partially buried; they are world where one becomes used Cost of the cards, wHich display in 307 Fawcett, and 

the unaffected eye. The spots referred to as being impacted or to gearing expectations to the entitle the bea.rer to dis- the open meeting will be 

frequently progress in to. a partially impacted. Impacted pessimistic, I enjoyed hearing counts at concerts, the- held from nine to 11 am. 

semicircular patterned, flashmg teeth are very hard to work on if that I am better than nothing! aters, shops, museums, 

discounts on travel within Apply for assistantshipdisturbance that seems to 

pulsate. 
 Europe, is two dollars. 
Often, if the person takes two :::: Proof of full time college ly being accepted from ::::SAFER reorganizing 
aspirin as soon as these first 	 :::: status and a photograph is male students, who desire~::: 
:::: also required. to fill Resident assistant- :::: symptoms appear, no headache 
will develop. A whole variety of by dick saylor aspect of improving conditions m :~:: The office a lso announced ships for Spring Quarter, ;::: 
staff reporter prisons. :::, the 1973 editions of publi- 1973. ::::other symptoms including dif­

ficulty speaking and not thinking SAFER, Social Action For :::: cations for the traveling The position involves :::: 

clearly can preceed or ac­ Social Action For Everyone's Everyone's Rights, has an­ :::: students is a valiable basic responsibility for the :::: 

Rights-SAFER-has reorganized nounced that it will be holding its :::: through international stud- functioning of one floor of ::::company migraine headaches. 
this quarter. next meeting Monday at 3: 15 pm 	 the residence hall and for ::::Migraine headaches and the 	 ::: ies. 
are often Ms Ellen Murray, advisor for in 204 Millett. 	 ::: Parachutists meet genera) responsibility for ::::associated symptoms 
made worse by birth control 	 t he group, said "Since we were The Sport Parachute Club the entire resident popula- :::: 
inactive last quarter, we hope topills. If you are on birth control 	 ::: will meet Friday, in Room tion.Job market-- ::: 	 ::~ 
pills, this may be ill advised for 	 get enough interested people this ::: 043 of the University Cen- Further information and ::: 
term, so we can start on our up­ {Continued from page 1] ::: ter at 11 am. 	 application forms can be ::~you. 
coming projects."The symptoms associated with Kellerman further noted an in­ ::: All members of the WSU obtained in the office of the :::, 
migraine headaches are not She went on to say that some of creased demand for college grad­ :~: community interested in Director of Residence, 102 :~:: 
dangerous and some people have the things they are doing now is uates in the military. "With an :::. skydiving are invited to Residence Hall. ::~ 
them on and off for an entire the continuation of correspond­ all-voluntary force coming up, attend, since officers for Deadlines for a pplications :::,::: 
ance with prisoners in Lucasville, ::: the club will be elected at are five pm, February 28. :::lifetime. 	 t here is likely to be an increase in 
Periodic loss of vision in one eye 	 Lebanon Correctional Institution demand for commissioned offi­ :::: the meeting. New frat installed :::, 
and "anywhere else where cers but if one is planning a ca­!or short periods of time can be 	 Ski Club plans trip WSU is getting a new 
people are incarcerated in Ohio." indicative of serious blood vessel 	 reer in the military, the best The Ski Club is sponsor- honorary fraternity.Mary Munlcer, a member of theblockage in the arteries in the 	 thing to do would be to attend a ing a spring trip to Mt The Iota Omega chaptergroup, is currently writing military academy or enroll in theneck. 	 Snow, Vermont from of Sigma Delta Pi, the na­letters to Congressmen and ROTC program instead of goingSuch a condit ion would be most 	 March 20-26. tional Spanish honorary,prison officials concerning the through college and expecting aunusual in a young person, but 	 Cost of the trip, which in- will be installed during thesupposedly health inspections direct commission upon gradua­tle eendit ion you describe is 	 eludes five days of skiing, spring qua;rter. Five stu­that were to be t aking place.worthy of careful investigation. 	 tion." transportation, lodging, dents will be in theMunlcer is also a probation of­ According to Kellerman, thereYou might ask your doctor to 	 food, and lift tickets, is chapter·ficer working with adults in Fair­ are a myriad of existing and up­refer you to a neurologist for a 	 $110. Students interesed in Membership in the fra­
born. 	 coming fields.complete examination. 	 the t:l'ip should attend the ternity is open to students
The group plans to make a trip "The service industry is grow­QUESTION: In lieu of spending 	 club's meeting today atto Lucasville in the near future ing and there is an increasing de­the time, money, and energy to 	 :::: 9:30 in the Rathskeller. who demonstrated excel- :::: 
and also plans are being mand for professional people toconsult a physician in person, I :::: lence in both Spanish and :::: 
amwriting to you. Your column developed for interested mem­ work in hotels, motels, fast-food :::: Catch 22 delayed their entire university and :::: 
bers to become probation offic­ chains, and recreational facili­~ no substitute for the long gone :::: The University Center their entire university ::; 
confidential chat with the family ers. ties." :::: film showing of Catch 22 curriculum, have com- :::: 
Murray emphasized the main The person who doesn't make itphysician... but it's better than :::: has been delayed from this pleted or are enrolled in a . :::: 
nothing. qualification is sincere interes~. through college and has to get :::: coming Sunday to March 4 third-year Spanish course, ::~ 
into the labor market would do
I would like to know about wis­ She also added that the group is 	 ;:~: due to a scheduling conflict and are endorsed by the ~:~: 
still flexible enough that it wel­ well to get into "the appliancedo~ teeth. I am 19 years old and 
comes new ideas concerning any repair fiel~," he said. ~==~=~~f:~=~9:~!~~=~;:~:?:~~?:!:!:~~=====================:!:?:P:~~=~=~==~~~:?N~~:=!~=~~~~~:::=:=~~ this past summer my wisdom 
Classifieds 
Ride needed immediately - Rooms ­Classifieds are free to stu­ Nova; 1969 2 door coupe, 6 Miscellaneous to WSU M-Fri 8:10 till 1 
dents, lOc a word to non­ cyl, turbo hydramatic from Ivy Manor Apts, Need a rommate? Male 
stuclents. trans, rally wheels, wide Our Family Heritage, a Fairborn. Will pay. 878- biology major will be will­
ovals, 434-6626. Journal of Geneology and 5730, Luverna. ing to share lodgings and 
1963 VW _good condition -
History of the Ohio Miami expenses for 6 to 12 - For Sale - $400, call 845-8202. Valley and Central Ken­ Attention: the funeral . for months in Bonnie Villa apts Wright State Student 1/2 mi from campus. Amtucky. $5/yr, 4 issues to .be­

gin this June. Geneological Government will be held at willing to live with 1 ($90 

1971 Ford 112 ton pick-up - Lost ·.. 	 322 St, 1 pm, Feb 29, 1973, in room per mo) or 2 ($60 per mo)Research, State 
and camper shell. 360-V8, 	 504 Millett Hall. In lieu of persons. Can move in a_sFairborn, Oh.
4~speed, 4 new P olyglas Don Quixote, Penguin pa­ flowers the immediate soon as next week. lf inter­
tll'es, ask $2195 Ron Castle perback. If found, call Super garage sal4:--an­ family has requested that ested contact Dr Anne B 
(513)-325-0190. Jack, 364. tiques, tools , aquarmms, donations to the Post Save Shearer, ext 6-86 or 
photo equip, snow plow, the Raisin Foundation be 224-1367 after 9 pm andNeck scarf, cream-colored, 
TV, furn. Feb 24, 25, 9-6. made in the deceased' ask for Bill, Jr.Hannony Classic Guitar 	 braided knit. Has Made by 
Near WSU, 1848 Zimmer­ name. Thank you.and case. Like new. Call 	 Margaret Shea on inside la­
man, Fairborn. free277-3606. $25. 	 bel. very personal mean­
ing. Reward if return~d. - Wanted - University Center Cornercoffee. l969 Plymouth Valiant, Return to Bonnie Villa Legal, medical abortions 
gold 2-door, 6 cyl, auto, apartment office. from 1 day to 24 weeks, as Choir Director wanted for Any student wishing to
~H&D, one owner, snow low as $125. Free preg­ chancel choir at Aldersgate have an outlet for theirLight brown leather hat,tll'e_s available. 836-1707. 	 nancy tests and birth con­ United Methodist Church. handicrafted items see Mswestern style. If found trol info. Ms Rogers, Wash, Phone 233-2829 for ap­ Dixon, Director, Univer­please return c/o JamesT'\Vo Western saddles, very 	 DC. 202-628-7656 or 301- pointment to interview. sity Center.Stamper , Wright State&Ood condition. 878-3253 or 484-7424 anytime.
426-7158 after 5:30. Riding Club. 
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Raiders sweep two tilts 

Boarding bombs R-H Fogt flips Tiffin, 81-67 

by mark barnes 
sports reporter 
Showing awesome control of the 
offensive boards, · the Raiders 
soared to their 13th win of the 
season Saturday night over an 
inept Rose-Hulman squad, 81-60, 
in the physical education 
building. 
Bill Fogt scored 16 of his 18 
points in the opening pe.riod to 
pace the Raiders to a 41-29 
advantage at the half, and WSU 
was never really threatened 
after that. · 
The versatility of the Raider 
squad was evident as the Green 
and Gold built the large lead on 
the efforts of an altered lineup, 
with only two starters seeing 
action at a time. 
Through much of the contest 
the action was awkward at best, 
with each team committing 18 
turnovers and shooting poorly 
from the field. But WSU's field 
goal percentage was helped by 
the number of follow-up shots 
near the offensive board that the 
fightin' Engineers· allowed. 
Junior pivot Jim Minch led the 
assault with 16 rebounds as the 
Raiders had a massive 59-36 edge 
in that department. Fogt 
grabbed 11 caroms and Lyle 
Falknor grabbed a surprising 
nine in limited playing time. 
Losing coach Jim Mutchner 
didn't seem to see rebounding as 
the key factor in the game. · 
Instead, he bemoaned his team's 
"lack of shooters" as the 
crippling factor in the failure of 
his team's second half comeback 
bid. And he might have a valid 
point: the Engineers shot an icy 
33 percent on the way to their 
16th loss of ihe season. 
Balanced scoring highlighted 
the Raider win as five players hit 
double figures. Fogt led with 18, 
followed by Tim Walker with15, 
Minch 12, Rick Martin 11, and 
Falknor had 10. 
Gary Dougan and Mike Bennett 
paced the H.ose-Hulman scoring 
with 14 apiece, followed closely 
by former Hamilton Garfield 
star, Denny Townsend, with 12 
second half points. Bill Rans­
bottom of Springfield North­
western hit for nine in the losing 
cause. 
Despite matching fairly favor­
ably with the Raiders on the 
front line, the top rebounder for 
RHI, Dougan, could muster only 
eight grabs. Ransbottom, Ben­
. nett, and Townsend had six each. 
by anthony pennington 
sports editor 
WSl T compiled its fourteenth 
vi~tory in nineteen starts as the 
Raidei;s romped over the Tiffin 
Dragons, 81-67. 
Bill Fogt, still on his hot streak 
of the past three games, led the 
Raiders in both points (21) and 
rebounds (10) as the Dragons . 
concentrated too much of their 
defense against Lyle Falknor, 
who scored 13 points, well below 
his season average. 
Tiffin, a small NCIA college that 
was considered well below wsu 
in ability, still gave the Raiders a 
good opposition, considering 
their small student body and the . 
fact that they give no 
scholarships (almost all WSU 
play rs receive some sort of aid). 
But Tiffin still reeked with in­
experience as they laid on the 
fouling through-out the game. 
Their fifteen turnovers (to 
WSU's 11) were comparatively 
few but not commendable in any 
respect. 
· Rick Martin turned in his usual 
fine performance with 18 points 
as the Dragons could not begin to 
keep pace with 'Quick Rick.' 
Oddly enough, rebounds were 
spread rather evenly among 
WSU layers and big Jim Minch, 
who has been getting at least 15 
a game, only pulled down seven, 
as did Lyle Falknor, who is 
currently second on the team. 
Part of this may be due to the 
fact that Tiffin was shooting 
most of their shots from the 
outside, as the Raider defense 
proved to be too formidable 
under the net. 
Vern Short led the Dragons in 
scoring with 16, all from the 
outside and Rod Charlton popped 
in six outside shots and two free 
throws for a total of 15. Bob 
Menear scored 15 and was the 
only player not consistently 
using the outside technique. 
In short, Tiffin could have used 
a good Norton bomb-sight con· 
sidering their .468 field goa. 
percentage. 
The Raider JV team also played 
a preliminary game agains1 ' 
Tiffin's JV's and trounced them 
62-47. 
W U plays one more game at 
home when they take or 
Northern Kentuckv State thi~ 
Friday night at 8 pm. The 
Raiders will try to repeat their 
earlier performance this season 
against NKS when they .defeated 
them 91-87. 
The Raiders then play their 
final two games away as they 
meet Thomas More once again 
and Cedarville. 
Jim Minch flies through 
the air with the greatest of 
ease for two in Saturday's 
win. [Battoclette photo! 
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/ / · AFREE BEER 
to everyone attending the 
basketball ·game 
FREE POOL GAMES 

VIDEO TAPE 
Upper Hearth Lounge "Reefer Madness" 
1936 Classic about marijuana, weed from 
the Devil's Garden! 
CONTINOUS SHOWINGS 
RATHSKELLAR. . 
Paul Beach with Kyle Martin and the 
Nonsensable! Why Nott Band 
DANCE . 

University Center Cafeteria featuring 

Rodger and The Human Body 

MOVIES 

Lower Level 

Charlie Chaplin, Laurel and Hardy, Road 

Runner Cartoons 

CONTINOUS SHOWINGS 
Pinball and .Air Hockey 
Available 
ART EXHIBITS 
